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Abstract 1 

Recording infraslow brain signals (< 0.1 Hz) with microelectrodes is severely hampered by current 2 

electrode materials, primarily due to limitations resulting from voltage drift and high electrode 3 

impedance. Hence, most recording systems include high-pass filters that solve saturation issues but 4 

come in hand with loss of physiological and pathological information. In this work we use for the 5 

first time flexible epicortical and intracortical arrays of graphene solution-gated field-effect 6 

transistors (gSGFETs) to map cortical spreading depression in rats and demonstrate that gSGFETs 7 

are able to record infraslow signals alongside with signals in the typical local field potential 8 

bandwidth. This capability results from the direct field-effect coupling of the active transistor, in 9 

contrast to standard passive electrodes, as well as from the electrochemical inertness of graphene. 10 

Taking advantage of such functionality, we envision broad applications of gSGFET technology for 11 

monitoring infraslow brain activity both in research and in the clinic.  12 
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Recently, there has been a particular resurgence of interest in fluctuations of brain activity occurring 13 

at < 0.1 Hz, commonly referred to as very slow, ultraslow or infraslow activity (ISA)1. ISA is 14 

suggested to have a unique neurophysiological basis2, and to be indicative of brain states (e.g. sleep, 15 

anesthesia, coma, wakefulness)2-4. ISA is also correlated with resting-state networks in functional 16 

magnetic resonance imaging5 and may significantly contribute to the high variability observed in the 17 

time course of physiological signals6,7. Interestingly, spreading depolarizations8, and more 18 

specifically, cortical spreading depression (CSD), occur at infralow frequencies. CSD is defined as a 19 

slowly propagating wave of near-complete depolarization of neurons and astrocytes followed by a 20 

period of electrical activity suppression. CSD is often triggered in individuals suffering stroke or 21 

brain injury as well as migraines and recent research has shown that CSDs play a significant role in 22 

brain pathophysiology9-11. Therefore, monitoring ISA can be very valuable for clinical diagnosis, 23 

prognosis and therapy in neurocritical care12-14.   24 

Non-invasive techniques such as electroencephalography (EEG) and magnetoencephalography 25 

(MEG) have been used to study ISA15,16. However, their limited spatial resolution, and averaged 26 

signal impose serious limitations, e.g. EEG alone is not sufficient for non-invasive CSD 27 

detection13,17. Hence, invasive electrophysiological techniques are the most widely used to record 28 

infraslow brainwaves. The proper recording of ISA requires the use of direct-coupled amplifiers and 29 

extremely stable and low-impedance invasive electrodes. Traditionally, liquid-filled glass 30 

micropipettes are used, which allow only one or few-point measurements18. For higher spatial 31 

resolution and mapping, non-polarizable silver/silver chloride (Ag/AgCl) electrodes could be used, 32 

which prevent charge accumulation at the interface and therefore voltage drift. However, due to the 33 

toxicity of silver, the use of such electrodes for human or chronic animal in vivo monitoring is not an 34 

option19. This has fostered the search for alternative microelectrode materials with low impedance 35 

and drift although none has yet been found capable of offering comparable performance as Ag/AgCl 36 

electrodes20. So, ISA recordings in humans are currently performed with platinum electrodes, which 37 

challenge CSD detection due to artifacts and transients21. Furthermore, as is discussed in this work, 38 

miniaturization of electrode size to achieve higher spatial resolution causes intrinsic high-pass 39 

filtering of ISA due to the associated electrode impedance increase22,23. Invasive optical techniques 40 

such as calcium imaging are also used to monitor ISA, but still nowadays have serious challenges to 41 

resolve high-frequency activity for a large number of neurons24,25 and their intrinsic need of 42 

indicators limits the translation to the clinics. Therefore, a technique which allows for measuring 43 

large-scale, high-spatiotemporal resolution recordings including infraslow frequencies in a 44 

potentially fully implantable, nontoxic, clinical-scale system is still missing (Table S1). 45 

Alternatively to the commonly used microelectrode technology, recording electrophysiological 46 

signals with field-effect transistors (FET) offers several advantages including that they are less 47 

sensitive to environmental noise thanks to their intrinsic voltage-to-current amplification, and that 48 

they can be easily multiplexed26. Nonetheless, the difficulties to combine high gate capacitance and 49 

carrier mobility silicon FETs with flexible materials has historically hampered its use for in vivo 50 

recordings27. Graphene solution-gated field-effect transistors (gSGFETs) have been proposed to 51 

potentially overcome all previous drawbacks at once28. The two-dimensional nature of graphene 52 

provides the highest surface-to-volume ratio possible, making graphene very sensitive to charges at 53 
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its surface; further, its flexibility allows gSGFETs to be embedded in ultra-soft and flexible 54 

substrates without loss of performance29. Moreover, the wide electrochemical window and 55 

biocompatibility of graphene allows direct contact with biological fluids and tissues and ensures a 56 

safe operation in in vivo conditions30. Taking advantage of the above-mentioned properties, in 57 

previous works, we demonstrated that gSGFETs are able to record local field potentials31,32. 58 

In this work we investigate the potential of graphene microtransistors to record infraslow brain 59 

activity by performing in vivo recordings where we use, for the first time, gSGFETs for both 60 

epicortical and intracortical mapping of cortical spreading depression. We found that graphene 61 

microtransistors are excellent devices for recording infraslow signals and, furthermore, they do not 62 

compromise the acquisition of signals in the conventional local field potential bandwidth. We also 63 

demonstrate that gSGFET technology can be used in combination with optical techniques, such as 64 

laser speckle contrast imaging, to obtain 2-D maps of the neurovascular coupling.  65 

Structure, fabrication and characterization of gSGFET arrays 66 

A gSGFETS is a device in which graphene is used as channel material, contacted by two metal leads 67 

(source and drain terminals), and is immersed in an electrolyte solution where a reference electrode is 68 

used as gate terminal (Fig. 1a). We fabricated flexible probes containing arrays of gSGFETs in both 69 

epicortical and intracortical designs. In particular, a 4x4 array of 100 µm wide by 50 µm long 70 

graphene channels was designed for epicortical recordings while a design consisting of a linear array 71 

of 15 graphene channels (80 µm width, 30 µm length) was used for intracortical recordings (Fig. 1b). 72 

Both array designs were fabricated on a 10 µm thick polyimide layer coated on a 4-inch silicon wafer 73 

using the process previously reported in Hébert et al.32. Flexible gSGFET arrays were placed in zero 74 

insertion force connectors for interfacing with recording electronics (Fig. 1c). The transfer curve, 75 

drain current (𝐼𝑑𝑠) vs gate-source voltage (𝑉𝑔𝑠), of all gSGFETs in each array was measured with a 76 

fixed drain-source voltage (𝑉𝑑𝑠). The dispersion of the charge neutrality point (CNP=243.6 ± 6.1 77 

mV), which is the minimum of the transfer curve, indicates the homogeneity of the transistors (Fig. 78 

1d). Importantly, since the 𝑉𝑔𝑠 and 𝑉𝑑𝑠 bias are shared, the small CNP dispersion allows near-optimal 79 

recording performance for all gSGFETs in the same array. Figure 1e shows the sum of leakage 80 

current (𝐼𝑔𝑠) for all gSGFETs in the array, which is in the nA range throughout the voltage sweep, 81 

demonstrating the good insulation of the passivation layer and the negligible reactivity of the 82 

graphene. Furthermore, we measured the frequency response of the transconductance (gm) of a 83 

gSGFET, which indicates the efficiency of the signal coupling (𝜕𝐼𝑑𝑠 𝜕𝑉𝑔𝑠⁄ ), obtaining constant values 84 

in a wide bandwidth including inflalow frequencies (Fig. 1f-g). The negative gm for Vgs values lower 85 

than the CNP results in an inversion (180º phase) of the signals measured at such bias; for Vgs values 86 

higher than the CNP the signal phase is preserved. 87 
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  88 

Fig. 1 | Flexible graphene solution-gated field-effect transistor array technology and characterization. a, 89 
Schematic of a graphene transistor polarized in common gate mode. b, Optical microscope images of the 90 
active area of the 4×4 gSGFET array and the 15 channel intracortical array. c, Photograph of the neural probe 91 
after peeling from the wafer and being introduced into a zero insertion force connector. d-g, Steady-state and 92 
frequency response characterization of a 100x50-μm2 gSGFET array in 10 mM phosphate buffered saline 93 
(PBS) and with a drain-source voltage bias (Vds) of 50 mV. d, gSGFET transfer curves (blue lines), drain-94 
source current (Ids) vs gate-source voltage (Vgs), together with the mean (dark blue) and standard deviation 95 
(blue shade). Boxplot inset shows charge neutrality point dispersion. e, Leakage current (Igs)  of all gSGFETs 96 
in the array. f, Transfer curve (blue squares and line) and its first derivative (transconductance (gm), black line) 97 
of a gSGFET. g, Frequency response of the transconductance at two different points of the transfer curve (e): 98 
Vgs lower than the CNP (green), where gm is negative resulting in a signal inversion (180º phase); and Vgs 99 
higher than the CNP (orange), where gm is positive and thus results in no inversion (0º phase) . Independently 100 
of the branch of the transfer curve where a gSGFET is polarized, the module of gm is similar to the steady-state 101 
value for a wide bandwidth (≈ 0 - 1 kHz).   102 

 103 
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 104 

Fig. 2 | Infraslow, local field potential, and wide-band in vivo gSGFET recordings of cortical spreading 105 
depression (CSD). a, Schematic of the gSGFET recording setup and signal post processing methodology. The 106 
custom electronic circuit is used to perform the in vivo characterization (transfer curve) and record the 107 
transistor current in the low-pass-filtered (LPF) band and the band-pass-filtered (BPF) band. From the 108 
combination of both signals and taking into account the current-to-voltage conversion, the wide-band signal 109 

(𝑉𝑠𝑖𝑔) is obtained. b, Schematic of the location of the gSGFET array and the frontal craniotomy where 5mM 110 

KCl was applied to induce CSDs. c, Electrophysiological recordings obtained with a gSGFET epicortical array 111 
during the induction of four CSD events (blue shade). From top to bottom: current LPF signal, current BPF 112 
and voltage-converted wide-band signal. d, Voltage-converted wide-band signal of a CSD event and 113 
spectrogram showing the silencing of activity.  114 

 115 

 116 
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In vivo wide-band recordings 117 

Cortical spreading depression9,11,18 was chosen to illustrate the capabilities of graphene transistors to 118 

record in a wide bandwidth. Experimentally, two craniotomies were performed over the left 119 

hemisphere of isoflurane-anaesthetized Wistar rats: a larger craniotomy over the primary 120 

somatosensory cortex, where the epicortical probe was placed, and a smaller one in the frontal cortex, 121 

where 5 mM KCl was applied locally to induce CSD (Fig. 2b). A custom electronic circuit allowed 122 

us to simultaneously record at two frequency bands: low-pass filtered band (LPF, ≈0-0.16 Hz) and 123 

band-pass filtered band (BPF, 0.16 Hz-10 kHz) with different gains (104, and 106 respectively) to 124 

avoid amplifier saturation due to the high-amplitude CSD signal. In a first set of experiments, we 125 

recorded the LPF and BPF current signals with an epicortical gSGFET array during the induction of 126 

CSD events (Fig. 2c). The graphene transistors were polarized in the hole conduction regime, i.e. Vgs 127 

< CNP (negative gm); therefore, the recorded LPF and BPF current signals are inverted with respect 128 

to the voltage signal occurring at the gate. The LPF signal shows the very slow CSD event whereas 129 

the BPF signal corresponds to the local field potential, revealing the silencing of activity typical of 130 

cortical spreading depression. After summation of the LPF and BPF signals and then transforming 131 

the current into a voltage signal (using the transistor transfer curve 𝐼𝑑𝑠 - Vgs recorded in vivo prior to 132 

the start of the recordings), the wide-band electrophysiological signal can be obtained (see Fig. 2 a, 133 

c). In each CSD event a small positive shift of 1-2 mV generally precedes the depression, 134 

immediately after which a steep negative change (≈ -20 mV) can be observed, which slowly recovers 135 

during the next minute or so. The CSD-associated silencing of high-frequency activity and its 136 

progressive recovery is shown in the voltage wave and spectrogram of Fig. 2d.  137 

SGFETs vs microelectrodes: comparison of ISA recording capabilities 138 

A second set of experiments was designed to compare the performance of gSGFETs with 139 

microelectrodes in in-vivo direct-coupled recordings. CSD was induced and simultaneously recorded 140 

with an gSGFET epicortical array located more posterior to a neural probe containing groups of 141 

triodes of 50 µm diameter gold microelectrodes in which one microelectrode of each triode was 142 

modified by deposition of platinum black to lower its impedance (Fig. S2). Fig. 3a shows that gold 143 

and platinum black recordings exhibit very large and diverse baseline offsets as well as oscillations 144 

and drifts (-7.9 ± 3.3 and -3.6 ± 1.6 mV/h), while the gSGFET signals are very stable (1.1 ± 1.0 145 

mV/h). Importantly, gSGFETs record significantly higher amplitude for the CSD events (-13.3 ± 1.8 146 

mV) in comparison with gold (-4.7 ± 1.6 mV) and platinum black (-3.0 ± 0.7 mV) microelectrodes. 147 

Figure 3b highlights these two intrinsic limitations of microelectrode technology for the measurement 148 

of ISA: polarization-induced drift and signal filtering20,23. 149 

 150 
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 151 

Fig. 3 | Comparison of gSGFET and microelectrode recordings of cortical spreading depressions. a, 152 
Direct-coupled recordings of 100x50 µm2 gSGFET transistors and gold and platinum black 50 µm diameter 153 
microelectrodes. The vertical dashed lines show the time when KCl (5 mM) was applied to induce a CSD. b,   154 
DC-offset removed recordings of a representative channel of each type. Black lines illustrate the mean drift: 155 
dotted and dashed correspond to gold and platinum black microelectrodes, respectively, and the dash-dotted 156 
line corresponds to gSGFETs. c, DC-offset removed recordings of a representative channel of each class and 157 
the same signal filtered at 0.002 Hz to remove oscillations and drift; the gSGFET signal does not require any 158 

filtering. 159 

The drift of the baseline potential superimposed over the huge voltage offsets is problematic as it can 160 

lead to saturation of the amplifiers used to record the signal. For this reason most microelectrode 161 

recording instrumentation include a high-pass filter. More importantly, baseline drift in the form of 162 

baseline oscillations in the infralow frequencies, hamper the determination of CSD characteristics 163 

such as amplitude or waveform as any high-pass filter used to remove such effects will alter the 164 

signal shape (see Fig.3c and Fig. S3). Another intrinsic limitation of microelectrode technology is 165 

based on the relation between the microelectrode impedance and the input impedance of the 166 
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recording equipment (𝑍𝑒
′  and 𝑍𝑎

′ , respectively). The recorded signal (𝑉𝑖𝑛) is determined by the 167 

voltage divider formed by both impedances: 168 

Eq. (1) implies that when 𝑍𝑎
′ ,  is not substantially larger than 𝑍𝑒

′ , the recorded signals will be 169 

attenuated and delayed with respect to 𝑉𝑠𝑖𝑔 22. By measuring the impedance of both electrode types 170 

and modelling the preamplifier impedance with the values reported by the manufacturer, we obtained 171 

the voltage gain (𝑉𝑖𝑛/𝑉𝑠𝑖𝑔) of the equivalent circuit formed by the recording electrode and the 172 

amplifier, see Fig. 4a-b. For 50 µm diameter gold microelectrodes, an attenuation lower than 50% is 173 

expected which is in agreement with the experimental results. For platinum black we attribute the 174 

higher attenuation than predicted to electrochemical processes that impact the electrode response at 175 

very low frequencies. It is important to highlight that the 𝑍𝑎
′ >>𝑍𝑒

′  requirement to achieve a voltage 176 

gain equal to 1 is compromised when the electrode area is scaled down, due to the inverse relation 177 

between electrode impedance and its area leading to high-pass filtering of the recorded signals.  178 

In contrast, the results of the in vivo comparison provide evidence that gSGFETs are able to record 179 

signals in a wide bandwidth, which we assign to the following main reasons. First, graphene exhibits 180 

an excellent DC stability, as demonstrated by low in vivo drift. We attribute this to the low density of 181 

states of pristine graphene near the Fermi level, which decreases the overall electronic overlap with 182 

redox species33, and to the low density of extrinsic electron transfer sites, i.e. defects and edges, all 183 

contributing to the excellent electrochemical inertness of CVD graphene24,34,35. The low leakage 184 

current measured (Fig. 1e) also supports the electrochemical inertness. The second reason for which 185 

graphene microtransistors can record infraslow signals is related to its working mechanism, which is 186 

significantly different from that of electrodes. In gSGFETs, voltage oscillations near the active 187 

graphene channel modulate the current flow along it (see schematic and small-signal model in Fig. 188 

4a). Eq. 2 shows the relation between the recorded current (Ids−rec ) and the signal (Vsig): 189 

 𝐼𝑑𝑠−𝑟𝑒𝑐(𝑉𝑔𝑠, 𝑉𝑠𝑖𝑔) = 𝐼𝑑𝑠(𝑉𝑔𝑠)  + 𝑖𝑑𝑠(𝑉𝑔𝑠, 𝑉𝑠𝑖𝑔) = 𝐼𝑑𝑠(𝑉𝑔𝑠)  + 𝑔𝑚 (𝑉𝑔𝑠 + 𝑉𝑠𝑖𝑔) 𝑉𝑠𝑖𝑔 (2) 

where Ids is the current at the bias point Vgs and ids the current variation induced by the gate signal. 190 

This equation is valid and frequency-independent as long as 𝑔𝑚  is also frequency-independent. We 191 

had previously reported that gSGFETs exhibit  a transconductance that is independent of frequency 192 

over the local field potential bandwidth32. In this work (Fig. 1g), we have confirmed that the 193 

transconductance of gSGFETs remains constant down to infralow frequencies. Importantly, scaling 194 

down the size of a transistor does not result in a decrease of 𝑔𝑚 at infralow frequencies.  195 

 𝑉𝑖𝑛(𝑓) = 𝐼(𝑓)𝑍𝑎
′ (𝑓)  =

𝑉𝑠𝑖𝑔(𝑓) 𝑍𝑎
′ (𝑓)

𝑍𝑎
′ (𝑓) + 𝑍𝑒

′ (𝑓)
 (1) 
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 196 

Fig. 4 | Microelectrode and gSGFET recording modes and signal filtering. a, Cross-sectional view and 197 

superimposed electric equivalent circuit models of a recording electrode and a gSGFET. For an electrode, the 198 

electrode-electrolyte interface, is modelled simply as a capacitor and a resistor in parallel (Re-e, Ce-e). The 199 

voltage divider formed by 𝑍𝑒
′  and 𝑍𝑎

′ , the effective electrode and amplifier impedance, respectively, 200 

determines Vin, the voltage at the input of the amplifier. Rs represents the electrolyte resistance. In the case of a 201 

gSGFET, Vsig modulates the graphene channel resistance (Rds) by field-effect through the gate capacitance (Cg-202 

e), which results in current variations (ids) proportional to the transconductance value at the bias point, plus the 203 

voltage signal (which is mostly negligible for small amplitude electrophysiological signals), as seen in the 204 

small signal model. b, Mean and standard deviation of the impedance module (experimental data) of the 50 205 

µm diameter gold (blue) and platinum black (grey) microelectrodes together with the amplifier impedance 206 

(𝑍𝑎
′ ) and calculated voltage gain (𝑉𝑖𝑛/𝑉𝑠𝑖𝑔) for each microelectrode type. c, Recordings of a CSD event for 207 

each type of microelectrodes and a gSGFET. Horizontal lines represent the mean value of CSD amplitude.  208 
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Mapping CSD with gSGFETs 209 

As an example of the potential of gSGFET technology we mapped the propagation of CSD events 210 

using a 4x4 epicortical gSGFET array and compare the signals with what is observed in conventional 211 

high-pass filtered recordings (Fig. 5a-b). The recording of the whole CSD event with the gSGFET 212 

array reveals that while the onset of the negative shift is similar for all gSGFETs, there is much more 213 

variety in the subsequent recovery, with some transistors exhibiting a second negative shift with 214 

higher amplitude than the first one. This effect can also be observed in the last frames (corresponding 215 

to 80 s and 90 s) of the spatial maps of gSGFET recordings (Fig. 5b) where recovered and still 216 

depressed brain areas coexist. Importantly, this information is lost in conventional microelectrode 217 

recordings, where only the CSD onset is observed due to the high pass filter in the recording 218 

electronics. The following results are referred to a sample of 10 CSDs collected from two different 219 

subjects in the somatosensory cortex: we found that the mean duration of CSD events is 47.24 ± 7.65 220 

s and a speed of propagation of 7.68 ± 1.35 mm/min, in agreement with the literature defining CSDs 221 

as infraslow brainwaves. Further details of the propagation analysis and results (Fig. S7 can be found 222 

in the Supplementary Information.  223 

It is known that under physiological conditions there is a normal neurovascular response defined by 224 

vasodilatation and increased rCBF due to spreading depolarization that causes spreading hyperemia9. 225 

However, most studies on CSD neurovascular coupling have been performed with mapping 226 

techniques for the rCBF while electrical activity is measured only at two sites with glass 227 

micropippetes5. Here, taking advantage of the gSGFET technology, we designed an experiment in 228 

which we could simultaneously map both variables. Fig. 5c provides further evidence of the 229 

spreading depolarization and hyperemia neurovascular coupling.  We used a non-contact, wide-field 230 

technique, laser speckle contrast imaging (LSCI)36, which consists in the measurement of the 231 

fluctuations of the laser speckle pattern produced by coherent light when it is scattered from an 232 

illuminated object. In vivo, the presence of dynamic scatterers, mainly moving red blood cells, allows 233 

to image variations of rCBF37. Experimentally, a craniotomy was performed in a Wistar rat and a 234 

continuous-wave temperature controlled laser diode and a camera were mounted to image a wide 235 

area inside which an epicortical 16-channel gSGFET array was placed. After 5mM KCl 236 

administration, CSD was induced, which was followed by an increase in rCBF that slowly returned 237 

(4-5minutes) to basal values. Importantly, gSGFETs did not hamper rCBF measurements, as metal 238 

microelectrodes do, and thus allow the measurement of rCBF and electrophysiological signals 239 

simultaneously over the same area.  240 

To further illustrate the potential of gSGFET technology and taking advantage of the design 241 

versatility offered by this technology, we performed in vivo experiments with intracortical probes 242 

consisting of a linear array of 15 gSGFETs spanning the entire depth of the cortex (Fig. 6a). From 243 

either the ordered recording or the spatiotemporal voltage map (Fig. 6b), it can be seen how CSD 244 

occurs in the whole cortex depth. These results highlight the capability of gSGFET technology to 245 

reveal the rich pattern of infraslow signals in the cortex; in this particular case, a transition from a 246 

superficial long depolarization to a shorter one preceded and followed by a hyperpolarization in the 247 

deeper layers is clearly observed. The origin of such depth-dependent effect is not well understood 248 
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and will be the target of further investigations, taking advantage of the demonstrated capability of 249 

gSGFET technology to monitor ISA with high spatial resolution. 250 

  251 

  252 

Fig. 5 | Graphene transistor arrays enable mapping of cortical spreading depression in vivo. a, Infralow 253 
frequency signals recorded by a 4x4, 400 µm grid spacing, gSGFET array (black lines) during the occurrence 254 
of a CSD event and contour plot of the spatiotemporal course of the CSD. b, Interpolated spatial voltage maps 255 
showing the propagation of the same CSD event as measured by the 4x4 epicortical gSGFET array. a,b High 256 
pass filtered recordings at 0.1Hz (red lines in a and bottom spatial voltage maps in b are included to illustrate 257 
the loss of signal information in conventional microelectrode recordings. c, Schematic of a rat skull depicting 258 
the laser speckle contrast imaging field-of-view and the position of the gSGFET array. Time evolution of the 259 
upper right and lower left graphene microtransistors as well as the regional cerebral blood flow at the same 260 
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position. Color maps represents the extracellular voltage as measured by the gSGFET array (top) and the 261 
relative cerebral blood flow (bottom) at a given time after the induction of a CSD by 5mM KCl.  262 

  263 

Fig. 6 | Depth profile of infralow-frequency voltage variations induced by cortical spreading 264 
depression. a, Layout of the fabricated 15-channel graphene intracortical probe and ordered local 265 

field potential recordings. b, Low-frequency recordings (black lines) during the occurrence of a CSD 266 

event. Dashed lines correspond to broken transistors and illustrate the interpolated signal at that 267 

position. Same signal high-pass filtered at 0.1 Hz (red lines) and their spatio-temporal color map are 268 

included to illustrate the loss of information in conventional microelectrode recordings.  269 

Outlook 270 

In this work we show that gSGFETs can record neural signals in a wide electrophysiological 271 

bandwidth, including infralow (<0.1 Hz) frequencies. There are two main reasons that explain this 272 

unique capability: the direct DC-coupling, in contrast to standard passive electrodes, and the 273 

excellent electrochemical stability. Making use of such capabilities, gSGFET technology opens the 274 

possibility to map infraslow oscillations with high spatiotemporal resolution (epicortically and 275 

intracortically) which can lead to a better understanding of the brain regions where ISA is initiated, 276 

its propagation to other areas and clarify the interplay of different cellular types, which are yet poorly 277 

understood1,2,38. The physiological implications of ISA to a wide range of brain functions as also its 278 

pathophysiological consequences and contribution to neural disorders would benefit chronic use of 279 

gSGFET technology potentially leading to the discovery of new therapies. Additionally, gSGFETs 280 

can help in determining ISA relation with higher frequency signals16,39 and contribute to a better 281 

understanding of the genesis of local field potentials40 and of cortical wave propagation features41,42. 282 
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Also, obtained data demonstrate that gSGFETs and LSCI can be used together to map 283 

electrophysiological signals and rCBF therefore allowing improved characterization of the 284 

neurovascular coupling of ISA. In the particular case of CSDs, gSGFET technology emerges as a 285 

potential clinically relevant tool to help determine the relation of CSDs to neural disorders such as 286 

migraine, malignant stroke, subarachnoid and intracranial haemorrhage, and traumatic brain injury. If 287 

the challenges of translating gSGFET technology to the clinics are surpassed, a first direct 288 

application could be for CSD intraoperative monitoring since there is evidence that CSD can occur 289 

during neurosurgical procedures43. In summary, our work strongly suggests that gSGFET arrays are 290 

ideal candidates to fill the gap of a large-scale, high-spatiotemporal recording technology that covers 291 

a wide electrophysiological bandwidth in a potentially fully implantable, nontoxic, clinical-scale 292 

device. We believe that the demonstrated capabilities of graphene microtransistors constitute a 293 

considerable advance in electrophysiological recording technology which could lead to 294 

breakthroughs in brain function understanding as well as in clinic diagnosis and treatment. 295 
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Methods 430 

Graphene growth and characterization 431 

Graphene layers were grown by Chemical Vapor Deposition (CVD) using one of the following 432 

procedures: a)  A lamp-heated rapid thermal CVD equipment from Jipelec and 25 µm thick, 99.8 % 433 

metal basis copper foil provided by AlfaAesar have been employed. Prior to graphene CVD, copper 434 

foils were sequentially cleaned in acetic acid and acetone, and finally rinsed in isopropyl alcohol 435 

(IPA). Sample dimensions were 6 x 5 cm2. Growth processing conditions consisted in 10 minutes at 436 

750 °C, 200 sccm H2 plus 5 minutes at 800 °C, 25 sccm CH4 / 200 sccm H2. b) Chemical vapour 437 

deposition on a 4.5x7 cm2 copper foil (Alfa Aesar, annealed, Coated). Prior to the growth, the copper 438 

foil was electropolished during 5 min at a fixed current density of 62 mA/cm-2 in a solution 439 

containing H20 (1 L) + H3PO4 (0.5 L) + ethanol (0.5 L) + isopropanol (0.1 L) and urea (10 g). Then 440 

the copper foil was loaded in a planar quartz tube (1600x60 mm) heated by a three zone oven. A first 441 

annealing step at 1015 ºC under a 400 sccm argon flow at 100 mbar during 1 h was followed by a 15-442 
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min growth step at 12 mbar under a gas mixture of 1000 sccm argon, 200 sccm hydrogen  and 2 sccm 443 

of methane. The sample was then cooled down under a 400 sccm argon flow by removing the quartz 444 

tube from the oven. A complete Raman characterization was performed on each sample using a 445 

Witec spectrograph (Fig.S1a-d). Raman maps of 30x30 m2 were registered with a spatial resolution 446 

lower than 1 m2 (using a 50x objective). We used a 488 nm excitation wavelength to minimize the 447 

cooper substrate luminescence signal. The laser power was kept below 1.5 mW to avoid sample 448 

heating. A 600 g/nm grating was used to provide a pixel to pixel spectral resolution below 3 cm-1.  449 

gSGFET array fabrication and characterization 450 
Four-inch silicon wafers were used as a support to build the devices. First, a 10-µm-thick polyimide 451 

layer (PI-2611, HD MicroSystems) was spin-coated to be used as substrate and hard-baked at 350ºC 452 

to complete the imidation process. Graphene transistors were fabricated in a sandwich-like structure. 453 

For that, a first layer of metal (Ti/Au, 10/100 nm) was evaporated and defined in a standard lift-off 454 

process using the image reversal photoresist AZ5214E (Clariant GmbH, Germany). Then, single-455 

layer graphene was transferred by electrochemical delamination1. After removing the PMMA 456 

protection layer, the graphene active areas were defined by means of an oxygen-based reactive ion 457 

etching (RIE). A second metal layer (Ni/Au, 20/200nm) was evaporated and defined in a similar 458 

standard lift-off process avoiding the use of ultrasounds in order to maintain graphene integrity. SU-8 459 

(SU-8 2005, MicroChemCorp., USA) a permanent epoxy-based negative photoresist was used to 460 

passivate the metal leads while defining the graphene channel and metal contacts. Finally, the 461 

polyimide substrate was structured in a deep-RIE process using the thick AZ9260 positive 462 

photoresist (Clariant GmbH, Germany) as an etching mask. Polyimide probes were directly peeled 463 

off from the wafer and placed in a zero insertion force (ZIF) connectors to be interfaced with our 464 

custom electronic instrumentation. Current-voltage measurements of graphene transistors were 465 

performed in common gate mode with a fixed drain-source voltage (VDS=50 mV) varying the gate-466 

source voltage (VGS) vs. a Ag/AgCl reference electrode in 0.01 M PBS solution. Steady-state was 467 

ensured by acquiring only after time derivative of 1 s of current is below 5e-7 A/s. The total leakage 468 

current was measured for the whole array and corresponds to the sum of the individual leakage 469 

currents of all transistors in the array. The frequency response of the transconductance was measured 470 

by applying a sum of sinusoidal signals at the electrolyte solution through the reference electrode and 471 

by measuring the modulation of the drain current. Measures were split into two bands, low 472 

frequencies (≈0-10 Hz) in which drain-source current was simultaneous acquired for all transistors in 473 

a probe, and high frequencies (10 Hz-30 kHz) in which each transistor was recorded individually. 474 

Microelectrode array fabrication and characterization 475 

The flexible microelectrode array was fabricated in polyimide in a very similar process. Here, a 476 

Ti/Au (20/200 nm) metal layer was evaporated on a 10 µm-thick polyimide-covered four-inch silicon 477 

wafer to define the metal tracks and the microelectrodes, while a second polyimide layer (2 µm thick) 478 

was used as the passivation layer. Two subsequent etching steps were used to open, firstly, the 479 

microelectrode active areas and, secondly, to structure the polyimide in order to define the probe 480 

geometry which is the same as in Illa et. al.2. Platinum black was deposited in some electrodes by 481 

constant polarization amperometry. A voltage of -0.2V against a Ag/AgCl reference electrode was 482 

applied during 15 s. Impedance spectra were measured against a Ag/AgCl reference electrode using a 483 

Solartron SI 1260 equipment (Solarton analytical, UK) with 20 mV signal amplitude. 484 

In vivo recordings 485 

Eight adult male Wistar rats (225-375 g) were used in this study. Animals were deeply anaesthetized 486 

with isoflurane (4% induction, 1-3% maintenance) and all pressure and incision points were 487 

infiltrated with local anesthetic lidocaine. Once under the surgical plane of anesthesia, animals were 488 
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transferred to a stereotaxic frame with body temperature constantly monitored and maintained at 489 

37ºC by means of a thermal blanket. A craniotomy and durotomy were performed on the left 490 

hemisphere over either the primary somatosensory (S1, AP: X to Y from bregma) or visual (V1) 491 

cortices in order to record with surface or penetrating probes, respectively. Additionally, a 492 

craniotomy and durotomy were performed over the prefrontal cortex to topically administer 5 mM 493 

KCl to induce cortical spreading depression. A Ag/AgCl electrode was inserted in temporal muscle 494 

and used as reference. A custom electronic instrumentation was used which provides the current-to-495 

voltage conversion and the bias control for each channel. The instrumentation splits the recorded 496 

signals into two bands with different gains: low-pass filtered (< 0.16 Hz, 104 gain) and band-pass 497 

filtered (0.16 Hz < f < 160 kHz, 106 gain). The low-pass filtered signals and bias control is managed 498 

by a data acquisition system (National Instruments USB-6353), while the band-pass filtered signals 499 

were directly acquired by a commercial electrophysiological recording system consisting of a 500 

programmable gain amplifier (Multichannel Systems, GmbH) and digitizer interface (CED 1401 and 501 

Spike2 software, Cambrigde Electronic Design, UK). LPF band was sampled at 1 Hz and BPF at 5 502 

kHz. Prior to the beginning of the recordings, the transfer curve of the gSGFET was measured in situ 503 

to determine the best bias point, generally around -0.1 V of the CNP. For the electrode and transistor 504 

comparison experiment, a custom Simulink model was used to simultaneously measure graphene 505 

transistors through an adapted g.HIamp biosignal amplifier(g.tec medical engineering GmbH, 506 

Austria) while microelectrodes were recorded using an g.USBamp (g.tec medical engineering GmbH, 507 

Austria). The same Ag/AgCl reference electrode was used by both amplifiers and signals were 508 

sampled at 5 kHz. 509 

Laser speckle contrast imaging  510 

For the measurement of the regional cerebral blood flow (rCBF), a laser speckle contrast imaging 511 

(LSCI) system was used which consists of a continuous-wave temperature-controlled laser diode 512 

(785 nm, Thorlabs, Germany) for homogenous full-field illumination and a charge-coupled device 513 

camera (sc640-120fm, Basler, Germany), with an exposure time of 5 ms, which captures the diffused 514 

light scattered from the imaging area. The speckle contrast was calculated for the predefined region 515 

of interest (ROI) at each pixel in temporal domain over 100 frames, to ensure good signal-to-noise 516 

ratio. The statistics of different noise sources3 was accounted for when calculating the speckle 517 

contrast. Speckle contrast was then related to a rCBF index (BF) as reported in 4,5. Finally, the 518 

relative blood flow (ΔrCBF) was calculated as:  519 

𝛥𝑟𝐶𝐵𝐹 =
𝐵𝐹 − 𝐵𝐹𝐵

𝐵𝐹𝐵
∗ 100 [%] 520 

where 𝐵𝐹𝐵corresponds to the basal regional blood flow. 521 

Data Analysis 522 

All data were analyzed using Python 2.7 packages (Matplotlib, Numpy and Neo) and the custom 523 

library PyGFET (https://github.com/aguimera/PyGFET). The conversion of the recorded current 524 

signals (LPF and BPF) to a voltage signal was performed by summation and interpolation in the in 525 

vivo measured transfer curve of the corresponding gSGFET at the bias point. For visualization 526 

purposes microelectrode recordings were filtered (band-stop, 48-52 Hz) and down sampled at 300Hz. 527 

For the propagation analysis, the baseline of the signal was estimated as the mean value of the signal 528 

until the positive deflection. We defined the onset of the CSD as the onset of the negative shift and 529 

detected it using a threshold (Fig. S7a). We defined the WaveTime of each wave as the mean time of 530 

the triggers detected in the 16 transistors and constructed a TimeLagMatrix containing time lags for 531 

each channel computed with respect to the WaveTime (Fig. S7c). We interpolated the known time 532 

https://github.com/aguimera/PyGFET
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lags with a thin-plate smoothing spline technique. The velocity of the propagation has been estimated 533 

computing the gradient of the TimeLagMatrix on the grid6. To determine the direction of the waves, 534 

a vector starting at the point with higher negative delay (leader of the propagation) and pointing to 535 

the one with the highest positive delay (follower of the propagation) was transformed into polar 536 

coordinates to obtain the angle (Fig. S7b). 537 
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